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Abstract
Recent environmental policies and higher needs of energy have led to the huge growth in renewable
sources consumptions. Consuming renewable energies however, is not always free of challenges. Many
studies have been done to have a reliable integration and localization of the distributed sources, which have
evolved into microgrid concept. These studies are mainly focused on microgrid’s occurrence prediction
methods, control schemes and their undeniable part, grid synchronization techniques. The main goal of the
studies is to help the microgrid and their distributed sources to ride through the short disturbances in gridconnected and islanded modes. Disturbances and unplanned changes that occur to a microgrid result in
voltage and frequency fluctuations. These fluctuations could have destructive effects on power equipments.
Therefore the existence of a robust and reliable controller and synchronizer is a must in microgrids.
In this thesis, the focus is on synchronization techniques and control systems. Among different
synchronization techniques including PLL-based methods and frequency adaptive methods, the Adaptive
Notch Filter (ANF) is selected to be studied in more details. A controller design consisting of an ANF is
then proposed to fixate the voltage and frequency of the system while islanded and to ensure the power
generation sufficiency. Another important and critical task of the proposed controller is to prepare the
islanded microgrid for transitioning to the grid-connected mode. The Fast and accurate synchronization
technique is selected and a fast responding control system is proposed to achieve a smooth transition
between the two modes.
The ANF synchronization technique along with the proposed PLL-less control design are modeled
in Simulink/MATLAB, which their performances in a system with disturbances and occurrences are
evaluated. Balanced and unbalanced loads are added to the system and the connection between the
microgrid and the grid is established. In this thesis the accuracy of the proposed control system in different
conditions is examined and simulation results are presented. The results show that balanced three phase
voltages at a fixed frequency are achieved, which also ensures a smooth transition between two modes.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Renewable Energy Sources have been gaining more interests lately. This is because of the higher
needs of energy, changes in environmental policies, and also the dispersed population around the
globe. Wind and Solar as the more specific renewable energy sources have seen huge growth in
their developments in the last decades. The installed capacity of wind energy in Canada in different
provinces are illustrated in Figure 1-1 [1]. Thirty seven new wind energy projects were built in
Canada during 2014 which added 1,871 MW energy to Canada’s total wind capacity as stated in
“Canadian Wind Energy Association” website. In May of 2015, Canada reached the 10 GW
threshold which placed it as the seventh country in the world regarding its installed capacity. As of
today, the wind energy supplies in Canada the electricity required for over 2.5 million Canadian
homes [1]. Solar energy has been also planned to provide 5% of Canada’s energy needs by the year
of 2025. The new environmental policies are not specified to Canada. In Germany the share of
renewable sources in the power generation of the country has been targeted to reach 25-30% by
2020 and 50% by 2030. In UK the policies were to reach 15% share for renewable energies by
2015/2016. In the US the California state has been also planned to achieve a 33% of the market
load to be fed by renewable sources [2].
It is perceived that the role of renewable energy could not be unnoticed. The huge role of
Distributed Generation (DG) sources in the future power generation leads to the concept of
localizing groups of DG sources. But to integrate renewable DG sources there are many challenges
to overcome. Some of these challenges are scheduling and dispatching the units under supply and
demand, designing new market models, reengineering the protection schemes at the distribution
level, and development of a new voltage and frequency control design. To conquer these
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challenges, the localization of DGs, energy storage system, and local loads has evolved to
Microgrids [2].
Nowadays Microgrids have been gaining more and more attention due to their high
reliability towards local loads, capability of improving power quality, reducing environmental
crises, and energy costs. The microgrids’ architecture could be organized as either AC or DC. The
two architectures differ in their common bus, which is either DC or AC, and the number of DC/DC,
DC/AC, and AC/DC converters. An AC and DC microgrids structures are shown in Figure 1-2 and
Figure 1-3 respectively [3, 4].
Microgrid laboratories have been implemented in different areas of the world in order to
study their behaviour in different conditions. Some of these micorgrid laboratories are the ones
built in National Technical University of Athens, Institute of Solar Energy Supply Engineering
(ISET) with Kassel University in Germany, and the Consortium for Electric Reliability Technology
Solutions (CERTS) in United States. These Laboratories mostly contain photovoltaic cells, wind

Figure 1-1 The Wind Energy Installed Capacity in Canada as of September 2015 [1]

turbines, energy storage systems and constant/variable loads or unbalanced loads. To allow a
seamless implementation of microgrids several issues are musts to be solved such as their control
2

systems and protection schemes. The more attention that is attracted by microgrids the more
challenges the researchers and engineers would face regarding their control systems and reliable
operation. Microgrids could operate in stand-alone or the grid-connected mode which both of them
need to be highly reliable. The other critical stage of each microgrid operation is its transition
between grid-connetced and stand-alone modes [2, 5-8].
The control systems of microgrids and their transition between the two modes of operation
have become a hot topic in this field of study. The most proper control system should have the
ability of controlling the output voltage and frequency of DGs since most of the power systems
equipments are sensitive to their fluctuations. In addition to controlling the actual output voltage of
each DG, the power balance between the distributed sources are also of a high importance since
each DG’s share of power has impacts on its voltage and frequency. Other factors in defining the
proper control scheme are ensuring of the existence of the economic dispatch to increase the profits
and decrease the operation costs and providing the microgrid to have a smooth transition between
the islanded and grid-connected modes of operation [2, 9-12].
One other important topic of microgrid control systems is its preparation for facing
transients and stability concerns during intentional or unintentional islanding and reconnecting it
to the main grid. Since these occurrences might be unplanned, consideration for the reliable control
strategy which is applicable in all situations must be done before connecting renewable sources and
systems to the utility network. This applies to the synchronization system as well, which should be
considered before connecting renewable sources to the grid and be highly precise and of high
importance because of the power electronics interfacing with the main grid. Therefore two
inevitable parts of a microgrid are its control strategy and the synchronization technique that is used
in the control system.

3

Figure 1-2 Block Diagram of an AC Microgrid

Figure 1-3 Block Diagram of a DC Microgrid
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1.1 Microgrid Control Strategy
Being able to get the most out of microgrids regarding the reliable and high quality power
system could only be achieved by a control system. The control system should provide the
reliability and robustness to a microgrid by output control, power balance, and its economical
dispatch. The most significant role of this control system is to manage microgrid in islanded or grid
connected operation mode and the transition between the modes. There are many researches done
in this area to design a proper control system. The variables that need to be controlled in a microgrid
by the control system are voltages, frequency, active and reactive power. The voltage and frequency
of the microgrid would be forced by the main grid if the operation mode is on grid-connected. In
this case it is only the active and reactive power generated by the distributed sources that are being
controlled. Because of the interconnection between the microgrid and main grid the active and
reactive power could be interchanged in between. The excessive power generated by the microgrid
could be injected to the main grid and microgrid could also rely on the power generated in the main
grid in case its power generation is not sufficient enough to meet the local demands. Not to forget
that the injection of reactive power to the main grid could also be used for power factor correction
[13]. The microgrid operating in Islanded mode however is in charge of its own voltage and
frequency control which is more challenging than the grid-connected. In this mode the control
system is responsible for controlling the voltage, frequency, and the power balance throughout the
operation which could face sudden changes in active and reactive power demands. Power balance
in microgrids could be ensured either for each distributed source individually or by communication
of the different distributed sources and controllable loads. The control system in this mode is very
critical since even a minute mismatch in amplitude, phase angle and/or frequency of the voltages
of distributed sources could result in high currents circulating the whole system [2, 14].
Control strategies of a microgrid operating in either islanded or grid-connected modes
could be classified into 3 different groups: Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary [15]. The first level in
5

the control hierarchy of a microgrid is known as the primary level or local control. The primary
control features the fastest response among other classifications. This level of control only relies
on the local measurements of each DG and needs no communication with other distributed sources
and loads. Islanding detection, power balance, and output control of each DG is included in this
level of control strategy because of its speed requirements and reliance on local measurements [16].
The economical dispatch and reliable operation of the microgrid is taken care of in the Secondary
level of control systems. The functionality of this level is also known as the Energy Management
System (EMS). Secondary control is the highest hierarchical level in microgrids operating in
islanded mode. This class of control has a slower time frame in comparison with the Primary level
of control. There are two different approaches towards the Secondary level. One being the
Centralized supervisory control strategy and the other one the Decentralized control strategy. The
power output of each local control, each distributed source, on the Centralized control strategy
would be determined by a central Microgrid Control Centre (MCC) based on each local control’s
production capacity. The central MCC in this strategy estimates the amount of needs and production
of energy, while it considers the amount of market price for energy optimization. But in
Decentralized control strategy the purpose of control is only aimed towards the overall performance
of microgrid and the local loads productions while the financial aspects are not considered. Multi
Agent System (MAS), a Decentralized control strategy, is an improved form of conventional and
classical control method of distributed energy systems. The MAS has the ability to control large
and complex entities simply since the financial aspects would not be considered in their design [2,
4]. [2] [4] The third classification is the Tertiary control which is the highest level of control which
sets the long term and mostly the optimal set points. These set points are defined based on the
requirements of the main power grid. The interaction of multiple microgrids with one another in a
system is coordinated by the Tertiary control which may possibly also communicate needs or
requirements from the main grid. This class of control could be considered as a part of the main
6

grid instead of a part of the microgrid system. Tertiary control which operates in order of several
minutes provides the Secondary control at the microgrid with signals, information, and
requirements from the main grid. The Secondary level then coordinates internal primary controls
of each local loads and distributed sources of a microgrid. This is while the primary control could
react to the local events by its own and without requiring to wait for the secondary control responses
through predefined ways. [2]
These control systems could be in dq0 rotatory frame, abc or αβ frames. After selecting the
frame in which the control procedure should be applied to the next step is to generate the reference
signals. In this thesis a droop characteristics has been chosen and discussed to have the accurate
and desired relations between the active/reactive power and the frequency and voltages values. The
droop characteristics should be applicable under occurrences to the system such as changes in either
the balanced load or the unbalanced load. One of the main situations that has not attracted enough
attention is the operation of microgrid under unbalanced loads which is discussed in more details
in this thesis. But not to forget that in order to implement the desired control system for the
microgrid a synchronization block is needed which drives out the phase angle, frequency, and
voltage amplitude of both microgrid and the main grid. The next part gives a brief introduction on
synchronization techniques.

1.2 Synchronization Techniques
As mentioned microgrids have brought the feasibility of operating in both islanded and
grid-connected mode of operation to power systems. Many researches have been done in order to
generate a reliable control strategy where a smooth transition between two modes of operation of a
microgrid is achieved and the load disruption and shedding during transitions are set to minimum.
In order to achieve the desired transition synchronization techniques are the musts in microgrid
control systems to estimate the signals frequency and phase angle. The voltage or current signals
used for synchronization might not be free of noise, harmonics, voltage sags and swells and phase
7

angle jumps or be corrupted by unbalanced operating conditions. This has made detecting the phase
angle of the utility as a challenge since it has to be detected as fast as possible and also free of any
impacts of the corrupting sources.
Phase-Locked Loop has been the state-of-art in detecting the phase angle of an assumed
input signal. Changes applied to PLL schematics have caused the generation of different PLL phase
detecting schemes. Figure. 1-4 shows the basic structure of PLL. PLL structure has been advanced
to Synchronous Reference Frame PLL (SRF-PLL), Enhanced PLL (EPLL), Second Order
Generalized Integrator PLL, and Quadrature PLL (QPLL) [17]. Other than PLL, Filtering
Algorithms have been used for phase detection as well. In these algorithms the grid voltage (the
given input signal) will be filtered in α-β stationary reference frame or in d-q synchronous rotating
reference. However filtering techniques cause delays in the system. Therefore, a tradeoff is always
needed between the robustness and the transient convergence speed [18]. Voltage zero-crossing
method, filtering techniques such as low-pass, space vector, and recursive weighted least–square
estimation have also been used [19-23]. Another Method of phase detection is based on Adaptive
Notch Filtering (ANF). There are modified structures of ANFs, also referred to as FrequencyLocked Loop (FLL) as well, such as Second Order Generalized Integrator FLL and Double Second
Order Generalized Integrator FLL [19, 24-25].

Figure 1-4 Basic Structure of a Phase-Locked Loop
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1.3 Thesis Outline
In this thesis the focus is on designing a control system which has the ability to control the
power balance between DGs and to control the voltage and frequency in their permissible and
desired limited range of fluctuations.
The first Chapter gives a brief introduction on the definition of microgrids and their
features and requirements. The challenges that microgrids bring along with them to power systems
are discussed and the need to reliable control systems is then explained. In this chapter hierarchical
control classifications are reviewed. Synchronization techniques as the undeniable part of the
control systems are also discussed and different methods such as phase-locked loop and notch
filtering based methods are critically discussed.
Chapter 2 shares the background of previous researches that have been done on microgrid
control systems in two parts. The first part reviews different control strategies that have been
developed to have a reliable control system for microgrids in islanded and grid-connected modes
of operation and also in the transition between the two modes. The second part reviews on
synchronization techniques that aims to estimate the frequency and phase angle of an input signal.
The discussed synchronization techniques include PLL based methods such as pPLL, EPLL, QPLL,
SRF-PLL, DDSRF-PLL, SOGI-PLL, DDSOGI-PLL, and notch filtering based methods such as
ANF, SOGI-FLL, and DSOGI-FLL.
Chapter Three proposes a microgrid control system in details. The proposed control system
supports the power system requirements and restrictions under random changes applied to the
system in both islanded and grid-connected modes of operation and also the transition between the
two modes. This droop-based control system consists of both a voltage/frequency control block
and a PQ control block. To secure a robust control system as it is mentioned in both chapters 1 and
2, a synchronization technique is needed to detect the phase angle and frequency of both main grid
and the microgrid at the point of common coupling.
9

In Chapter 4, a microgrid consisting of two distributed sources is modeled in
Simulink/MATLAB equipped with the control system proposed in Chapter 3. The performance of
the synchronizer is confirmed in Simulink/MATLAB. First the solid ability of the selected
synchronizer is examined in abnormal cases such as in detecting distorted and unbalanced input
signals, then the microgrid control system is tested under different modes of operation. The
microgrid model is first operating on the islanded mode. Balanced and unbalanced loads are
connected to the system to confirm the capability of the system to stabilize the voltage and
frequency of the system, while limiting them in their acceptable range. Then the connection
between the microgrid and the main grid is established and the performance of the control system
and the microgrid is observed. The presented simulation results confirm the accuracy of the
controller and the synchronizer.
Chapter 5 concludes the thesis by giving a summary of the proposed control system with
the use of ANF as the synchronizer. The results are then discussed briefly and at last the possible
future works on microgrid control systems are included in this chapter.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
As mentioned in the first chapter microgrids as the localized distributed generation sources
could operate in Grid-connected mode as well as in Islanded mode. Both modes are essentials for
the microgrids. The necessity of the Grid-connected mode is more obvious when the local demands
of the microgrid which might be critical or important would become greater than the microgrid's
capacity in power generation. In this case in order to increase the reliability of the power transfer
to customers and to ensure a high quality power the Grid-connected mode is a necessary mode of
operation. Having the Grid-connected mode would also enable the microgrid to inject power to the
grid when its power generation is higher than the local demands and storage capacities. Since there
is a great chance that the power grid contains very sensitive and critical loads, the generation of a
continuous and uninterrupted AC power is of a very high importance. To have the continuous AC
power generation the transfer between the two modes of operation is a very important task to do.
To ensure this seamless transfer synchronization techniques have been introduced to synchronize
the voltages, frequencies and phase angle of the distributed generation sources to each other and to
the main power grid. Control systems are also required in order to apply the synchronizer to the
sources. In this chapter both synchronization techniques and control designs have been reviewed
and presented [26].

2.1 Synchronization techniques
As mentioned above, any microgrid that is operating under the transition between the two
modes of islanded and grid-connected has a very necessary component called Synchronizer in its
control system. Synchronizer has the responsibility of tracking the main grid and each distributed
generation source of a microgrid’s frequency and phase angle. There has been so many researches
done on this part of the control systems. Among the approaches that has been applied into systems
11

in order to track the phase angle are Phase-Locked loop and Notch Filtering methods and their
modified and advanced structures. PLL structures have been advanced to Single-Phase Powerbased PLL, Quadrature PLL, Enhanced PLL, Synchronous Reference Frame PLL, Decoupled
Double Synchronous Reference Frame PLL, Second Order Generalized Integrator PLL, Double
Second Order Generalized Integrator PLL, Positive Sequence Filter PLL, Sinusoidal Signal
Integrator PLL. Adaptive Notch Filters or Frequency-Locked Loop methods and their modified
structures such as Second Order Generalized Integrator FLL and Double Second Order Generalized
Integrator FLL are in the Notch Filtering methods category. In this chapter these synchronization
techniques are discussed in more details.
2.1.1 Single Phase Power-based Phase-Locked Loop (pPLL)
The main role of a PLL is to generate a signal which has the phase angle that is tracking
the input signal of the system [27]. The single phase PLL has the basic principal of PLL which is
calculating the phase difference between the input and output signal and drive this difference to
zero by means of a control loop. The structure of a single phase power-based PLL (pPLL) is
illustrated in Figure 2-1. Different structures of PLL vary in their phase detection scheme. As shown
in this Figure the phase detection block of this PLL consists of a Low Pass Filter (LPF) and a
sinusoidal multiplier. One of the drawbacks of pPLL is the high amplitude second harmonic
injection to the system which needs to be filtered out by the use of a low pass filter. This low pass
filter on the other hand would cause either transient or stability problems depending on whether it
has a low frequency or higher frequency cut off respectively. The transient problems caused by the
LPF with low cutoff frequency could be solved by a careful design of system parameters in order
to have a good tradeoff between the speed response of the system and being disturbance free in the
filter loop block [18, 28].
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Figure 2-1 Blcok Diagram of Single-Phase Phase-Locked Loop (pPLL)

2.1.2 Enhanced Phase Locked-Loop (EPLL)
The EPLL, Enhanced Phase Locked-Loop, is a nonlinear synchronization system which
operates based on tracking the phase angle and amplitude of the fundamental component of the
given input signal. The EPLL, a frequency-adaptive filter scheme, can be implemented as either a
notch or a band-pass filter [29]. Figure 2-2 illustrates the Block Diagram of an EPLL with the band
pass adaptive filter. This enhanced design consists of the Loop Filter and the voltage-controlled
Oscillator as in the PLL structure. The new phase detection system of EPLL results in more
flexibility and also provides the system with additional signal information such as amplitude, phase
angle, and the frequency than the conventional PLL. This structure also decreases undesired
harmonics because of its band pass filter. [17]

2.1.3 Quadrature Phase Locked-Loop (QPLL)
The Quadrature PLL estimates frequency based on detecting quadrature-phase and inphase amplitude of the fundamental component of the given input signal. The structure of the QPLL
is shown in Figure 2-3. As illustrated in this Figure the frequency is detected, while the amplitude
and phase angle of the input signal are not estimated directly but could be calculated by the
available outputs. Based on the fundamental difference in the phase detection unit of the QPLL,
the Quadrature PLL has more advantages than the simple conventional PLL. The Phase detection
unit in QPLLs has the ability to measure the phase angle time derivative of the input signal.
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Moreover, in conventional PLLs the error signals have a nonlinear dependency to the phase
difference which is omitted in the QPLLs and the voltage-controlled Oscillator in QPLLs are fed
by a signal equal to the phase variations. Overall, QPLLs have higher ability of tracking all the
large and abrupt variations of the input signal's frequency compared to the simple PLLs [30, 17].

Figure 2-2 Block Diagram of Enhanced Phase-Locked Loop (EPLL)

Figure 2-3 Block Diagram of Quadrature Phase-Locked Loop (QPLL)

2.1.4 Synchronous Reference Frame Phase-Locked Loop (SRF-PLL)
Phase detection scheme for three phase systems usually needs a dq0 transformation. In
these methods the dq0 rotating frame of both the input voltage and the generated signal by the PLL
scheme are derived and are being forced to synchronize. This synchronization is done by the means
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of the PI controller and forcing either the Vq or the error between the generated Vd by PLL and the
input signal's d-axis component to zero [17, 18]. Figure 2-4 shows the block diagram of the dq0
based PLL in which the error of the d-axis is set to zero and Figure 2-5 illustrates the block diagram
of the SRF-PLL scheme in with the q-axis (quadrature component) is being set to zero [17, 18]. It
is of high importance to note that the SRF-PLL method works highly accurate in only balanced
three phase systems where the d-axis component of the signal to be locked to the input signal vector
phase angle. In order to overcome this flaw of SRF-PLL some have used three single-phase EPLLs
because of the similarity of their loop filters [17]. Adding a notch filter is another way of enhancing
the SRF-PLLs for unbalanced conditions. Notch filters enable the SRF-PLLs to remove the results
of unbalanced input such as the twice the fundamental frequency ripple. Another approach to
conquer the unbalanced issues is the use of Decoupled Double Synchronous Reference Frame PLL
(DDSRF-PLL) which is explained in more detail in the next part.

Figure 2-4 Block Diagram of a dq Based PLL with the Vd Error Set to Zero

2.1.5 Decouple Double Synchronous Reference Frame PLL (DDSRF-PLL)
This method is an alternative to SRF-PLLs in systems under unbalanced conditions. In
order to investigate the effects of the unbalanced three phase signal both positive and negative
sequences of the signal are driven out. The defined unbalanced signal is then expressed on the
double synchronous reference frame to identify the positive sequence components. Figure 2-6
illustrates the block diagram of the DDSRF-PLL with a decoupling block. The decoupling scheme
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is able to cancel out the oscillations with the twice fundamental frequency caused by the unbalanced
load. In this scheme two signals with different frequencies which cause oscillations on each other
are considered. In order to cancel out the oscillations of one of these signals on the other one the
structure shown in Figure 2-7 is added to the SRF-PLL as the decoupling block. Under the
unbalanced situations this system would ensure a fast and accurate phase angle detection as well as
the amplitude of the utility voltage positive sequence component. However the DDSRF-PLL might
still face some degrading in its operation when the input signal consists harmonics [18, 31].

Figure 2-5 The SRF-PLL scheme in which the q-axis component is being set to zero

2.1.6 Second Order Generalized Integrator PLL (SOGI-PLL)
The Second Order Generalized Integrator PLL (SOGI-PLL) is one of the popular singlephase PLLs. Figure 2-8 illustrates the structure of the SOGI-PLL. The responsibility of the SOGI
block is to generate the orthogonal signals of the given input (αβ). As shown in this Figure the
generated orthogonal signals are then fed to a SRF-PLL structure. This structure is very attractive
in single-phase systems such as single-phase grid-connected PV inverters because of its simple
digital implementation. The output frequency detected by SOGI-PLL despite being a very popular
method might contain sinusoidal ripple component of the second harmonic frequency when the
grid voltage frequency is changing. Transient frequency errors would also be added to the output
signal because of the transfer functions of the model during the amplitude changes of the grid
voltage. There are some methods to overcome these disadvantages for example applying frequency
adaptive feature to this method could prevent the unit vector distortions when the input signal
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frequency is changing. However adding this feature could not be completely satisfactory since it
would add complexity to the system design [32, 33].

Figure 2-6 Block Diagram of a Decoupled Double SRF-PLL (DDSRF-PLL) with a Decoupling Block

2.1.7 Double Second Order Generalized Integrator PLL (DSOGI-PLL)
The Double Second Order Generalized Integrator PLL (DSOGI) is also another approach
to improve the performance of the SRF-PLLs. In order to improve the system's robustness against
the unbalanced and distorted input signals a positive sequence filter has been added to the model.
This techniques uses a sinusoidal signal integrator as the positive sequence filter. Figure. 2-9 shows
the simple structure of the DSOGI-PLL scheme. The DSOGI block in this figure is in fact a double
second order generalized integrator for quadrature signals generation. This block can generate the
90-degree phase shifted signals of the αβ signals by a transport delay buffer. The transport delay
buffer is not a frequency adaptive scheme which might result in errors in the positive sequence
estimations. To conquer the rise in the errors single phase EPLLs have been used in this models
which minimize the product of the quadrature signals. Details on the DSOGI block and the positive
sequence calculation are presented in Figure. 2-10 [18, 34].
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Figure 2-7 Decoupling Scheme of the DDSRF-PLLs with cancelling the oscillation of a second signal

Figure 2-8 Block Diagram of a Second Order Generalized Integrator PLL (SOGI-PLL)
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Figure 2-9 Block Diagram of a Double Second Order Generalized Integrator PLL (DSOGI-PLL)

Figure 2-10 Detailed Block Diagram of a DSOGI-PLL structure with the Positive Sequence Calculation scheme

2.1.8 Adaptive Notch Filtering
Adaptive Notch filtering methods are one of the power system frequency estimation
techniques. The simple ANF is able to track the frequency of its input single-phase signal. Figure.
2-11 illustrates the structure of a single-phase ANF [25].This method as shown in this figure has
the ability of extracting the fundamental component of the input signal, its amplitude, phase angle
in form of sin (φ) and cos (φ), 90-degree phase shift, and its frequency. There has to always be a
tradeoff between the convergence and the speed of response of the ANF while designing the ANF's
parameters. Combining three single-phase ANFs a three-phase ANF would be designed which has
the additional useful features such as harmonics, reactive current, and symmetrical components
extraction than the single-phase ones. Moreover the three-phase ANF would also increase the
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filter's bandwidth which would result in higher convergence speed for the filter. The structure of
this modified three-phase adaptive notch filter is presented in Figure. 2-12 [19, 35]. Another
perspective to the structure of the ANF has been shown in [36] which is called the Second Order
Generalized Integrator Frequency-Locked Loop (SOGI-FLL). The block diagram of this structure
is illustrated in Figure 2-13. The main difference between the ANF-based and PLL-based methods
are in the presence of the Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO) block which is missing from the
ANF methods and is replaced with a frequency loop.

2.1.9 Double Second Order Generalized Integrator Frequency-Locked Loop (DSOGI-FLL)
In the Double Second Order Generalized Integrator Frequency-Locked Loop (DSOGIFLL) there are two SOGI blocks with the same structure shown in Figure 2-13 and only one
Frequency-Locked Loop (FLL) block. This DSOGI-FLL block then prepares the input signals of
the Positive Sequence Calculation (PSC) block. Figure. 2-14 illustrates the block diagram of this
method. As shown in this figure the positive and negative sequence αβ stationary reference frame
are generated by the means of the two SOGI blocks considering both positive and negative
sequences. Passing through the PSC block then the stationary frame αβ would be detected and fed
to the FLL resulting in detection of the frequency and the phase angle [37]. This method benefits
from the proper negative and positive sequence components identifications under common
conditions of the grid's operation and also enriching a tradeoff between the frequency selectivity
and response speed is a must [36].
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Figure 2-11 Block Diagram of Single-Phase Adaptive Notch Filter (ANF)

Figure 2-12 Block Diagram of the Three-Phase Adaptive Notch Filter

Figure 2-13 Block Diagram of the Second Order Generalized Integrator Frequency Locked Loop (SOGI-FLL)
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Figure 2-14 Block Diagram of the Double Second Order Generalized Integrator Frequency Locked Loop (DSOGI-FLL)

2.2 Control Strategy Designs for Microgrids
Nowadays the environmental policies are all focused on maximizing the use of renewable
energies in order to have a cleaner power system. The new policies and the growth of the energy
contradiction has caused the microgrids to experience rapid developments. Microgrids aim to
provide the consumers with the reliable, high quality, and clean energy. In addition, the feasibility
of the microgrid operating under grid-connected mode would improve the flexibility of the power
system [38].
Providing the energy consumers with all these features of a microgrid and renewable
energy sources could only be successful with a robust control system which can control the voltage
and frequency of the system and also ensures enough power generation regarding the demands. The
voltage and frequency control of the system is of a very high importance and a necessity because
of the existence of critical and sensitive loads, generators, transmission lines, and other power
equipments and devices that are sensitive to the voltage and frequency variations and fluctuations
[39] [40]. This necessity has led to a permissible limited range of fluctuations for both voltage and
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frequency. According to ANSI/NFPA 70-1993 [39] voltages could only vary in a ±5% of the rated
value of the system voltages. Transmission lines, transformers, and other equipments in each power
system and their insulators are all designed for specific range of voltages and currents. Therefore
the over voltages and more importantly the constant over voltages could harm the equipments and
their insulators and would result in over voltage protection relays to take action and to trip. Under
voltages are not permitted in power systems either since they can harm the system by not providing
enough power demand and would cause the under voltages protection relays to trip. There are also
protection relays in power systems for frequency fluctuations and variations. Frequency
fluctuations are limited by even narrower range than the voltage oscillations. This is because the
small fluctuations of the frequency could unstabilize the generators and other frequency dependent
equipments by having a high influence on the electromagnetic fields that are musts in their
operation. In order to ensure the stability of the generators and the system in general the frequency
fluctuations and variations are only allowed in a ±0.2% range of the rated frequency [40].
These limitations on voltages and frequency have led to the importance of the control
systems. There are different control systems that have been designed and tested to control the
operation of a microgrid in different modes. These control methods and their approach towards
controlling the voltage, frequency and power share of DGs would vary with the operating mode.
For instance, considering an islanded microgrid, System’s power balance could be ensured either
by local control approaches using the local measurements or by a central controller which
determines appropriate set points for DGs and controllable loads. There have been many researches
done in this area to investigate the problems regarding microgrid control systems. Some of the
control methods studied and designed in the past researches are such as the Multi-Loop H∞ control
design [41], Model Predictive Control [14], Universal Control method for single phase systems
[42], and the Master/Slave method [43-46], which will be discussed in this chapter.
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2.2.1 Multi-Loop H∞ Control Design
The H∞ control methods are used to create controllers with the purpose of stabilizing the
guaranteed performance. These controllers are designed by defining the problem as in a
mathematical optimization problem and solving the optimization [47]. In [41] the authors have
applied the H∞ control method to double-loop PID parameters to control the uninterruptible power
supplies. The control structure as illustrated in Figure 2-15 has been designed in [41] to obtain the
guaranteed performance of the power supplies whether there are uncertainties, nonlinearities, or
saturations in the system. The controller in Figure 2-15 consists of two internal and external loops
with different purposes. The system transients are managed by the internal loop where the
uninterruptible power supply voltage and its inductor’s currents are the feedback signals to the
controller. In addition to managing the transients the rms value of output voltage is also in need of
controlling. Therefore the external loop focuses on regulating the rms value of the output voltage
by having the rms signal’s error as its input. The designed controller is then tested in experimental
and practical tests in [41] which has confirmed its performance under uncertainties, linear load, and
load disturbances.

Figure 2-15 Block Diagram of the Multi-Loop H∞ Control Design [41]
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2.2.2 Model Predictive Control Design (MPC)
The Model Predictive Control (MPS) has first been developed in the mid-1970s for the
process-control industry. The MPC is actually a digital-control strategy which predicts the output
of the system over a time horizon using the system model. In order to do so MPC employs the
receding-horizon scheme. The MPC’s prediction is based on the assumption about future output
sequences of the controller. To decrease the controller’s tracking error a quadratic cost function
needs to be minimized which could be achieved by calculating an appropriate control sequence.
Every sampling interval this procedure should be repeated so that a regular updating of the new
information is achieved [14]. This method has been used in different areas among which are the
three-phase inverters and multilevel inverters which are presented in [48] and [49]. In [14] and [50]
a controller approach has been developed based on the MPC scheme to be used for controlling the
parallel-connected inverters of an uninterruptible power supply. The designed controller has also
been examined in experimental tests and the results have established that the proposed approach
achieves good performance under both static and dynamic loading conditions.

2.2.3 Universal Control Method for Single Phase Systems
In [42] a Universal Control Method is presented for single phase inverters operating in both
grid-connected an islanded modes. The connection between the inverter and the grid in [42] is
established through an inductor. The basics for this universal controller is based on the relations
between the voltage, current, and the active/reactive power passing the line connecting the inverter
to the grid. The block diagram for this controller is illustrated in Figure 2-16. As shown in this
figure there are two branches for frequency tracking therefore a smooth transition from islanded to
grid-connected mode could be established. A low pass filter is also considered in this controller to
avoid the double-frequency term and to keep the phase angle of the output voltage close to phase
angle of the voltage at the Point of Common Coupling. This controller has a simple structure with
no dedicated PLL in its design which could operate in various modes.
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Figure 2-16 Block Diagram of the Universal Control [42]

2.2.4 Master/Slave Method
A very popular approach towards microgrid control systems is the Master/Slave design. In
this method one of the sources is responsible for regulating the voltage of the microgrid. This source
is operating as a constant voltage source in power system analysis which could also control the
frequency of the system. This source is considered the Master unit while the other sources are
considered to be Slave units following the voltage and frequency established in the system and only
being responsible for the active/reactive power sharing. The slave sources could be considered as
the PQ sources in the power system analysis. This method has been studied in literature [43-46].
Mostly to implement the Master/Slave method a Voltage/Frequency control is required for the
master unit and a PQ controller is needed for the slave units.
Depending on the operating mode of the microgrid the master unit could be either one of
the distributed sources of the microgrid or the main grid itself. If the microgrid is operating in the
grid-connected mode all the DG sources of the microgrid could be slave units following the exact
voltage and frequency of the main grid. However, if the microgrid is operating in islanded mode,
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at least one DG is needed to be operating in the V/F control mode as the master unit and other DGs
could get controlled as the PQ sources, i.e. slave units.
2.2.4.1 Voltage/Frequency Control
As mentioned above the Master/Slave method requires one source to regulate the voltage
and frequency of the microgrid. The voltage-source is obtained by a control system which is mostly
achieved based on the relations between the voltage/reactive power and the frequency/active power
and by means of droop characteristics [7, 9, 10, and 51]. This controller is of highest importance in
the control hierarchy of the microgrid operating in the islanded mode [4, 7, 10, 26, 38, 43, 52-53].
2.2.4.2 Active/Reactive Power Control
As the master units in the Master/Slave approach are in need of a V/F control scheme the
slave units require an Active/Reactive power control. The PQ sources or the current-sources are
studied in [4, 26, 38, 52, and 54]. These controllers are mainly based on the dq rotatory frame. The
reference dq components for the system’s voltage and current are derived from the reference
active/reactive power values that are either predefined or variable based on system requirements.
In this thesis a microgrid control strategy has been designed based on the structure of a
Master/Slave approach and with the use of the Adaptive Notch Filtering method for
synchronization purposes. Both the synchronization technique and the control system which is
applied on the dq0 rotatory frame is discussed and introduced in the following chapter. The
Adaptive Notch Filter and the proposed control system is then modeled and tested in
Simulink/MATLAB, which its configuration and simulation results are presented in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 3
The Proposed Control System for a Microgrid operating in Stand-alone
Mode and Transitioning to Grid-connected Mode
Microgrid concept as introduced in previous chapters has been assisting the power systems
to increase their reliability, power quality, and control flexibility. Microgrids have the possibility
to operate while they are connected to the main grid as well as when disconnected. None of the
operation modes are restricted to only one microgrid, in fact several microgrids could connect
together and operate together in any of the two modes of operation [53]. To be able to extract the
features and advantages of a microgrid to the power system a reliable and flexible control system
is needed. The strategy of each control system is dependent on the operating mode of the microgrid.
But in general, the important part is to know the role of each DG in different situations. For instance
if the microgrid is operating in islanded mode, the voltage and frequency of the microgrid could
not be fixated by the main grid. So the microgrid itself needs to have a constant source for the
voltage and frequency. This would lead to have a DG to operate as the constant voltage source.
This way the voltage fluctuations would be controlled and the frequency would be fixed in its
acceptable range. The need of this constant source would be eliminated when the microgrid is in
grid-connected mode since the main grid would fulfil this requirement [10, 43, 55]. The different
roles of DGs would result in different approaches for control systems. In this thesis the microgrid
is studied in stand-alone mode of operation, during transition to the grid-connected, and then its
operation in grid-connected mode. In this chapter the structure of the proposed control system along
with the selected synchronizer technique is discussed.

3.1 Selected Synchronizer Technique: Adaptive Notch Filter
As it was reviewed in the second chapter, there are different approaches towards frequency
and phase angle estimation in power systems such as phase-locked loop based and notch filtering
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based methods. In this thesis the Adaptive Notch Filter (ANF) has been selected as the power
processor synchronizer. As it has been discussed briefly in the second chapter the ANF has the
ability to track frequency adaptively and to detect the amplitude of the signal as well as the 90degree phase shift of the signal. By the ANF extracted signals, the dq0 transformed signals and the
active and reactive powers could also be easily calculated. The block diagram of the simple ANF
has been shown in Figure. 2-11.
The dynamic behavior of ANF could be described as the differential equations shown in
(1), (2), and (3). In this thesis, after a brief explanation of ANF in differential equations a
MATLAB/Simulink model is designed in order to test the ANF characteristics and its ability to
extract the required components for synchronization such as frequency, phase angle in form of
sin(φ) and cos(φ), and the dq0 rotatory frame of the input voltages.
𝑥̈ + 𝜃 2 𝑥 = 2𝜉𝜃𝑒(𝑡)

(1)

̇
𝜃 = −𝛾𝑥𝜃𝑒(𝑡)

(2)

𝑒(𝑡) = 𝑢(𝑡) − 𝑥̇

(3)

In the above equations θ is representing the estimated frequency and ζ and γ are adjustable
real positive parameters that determine the estimation accuracy and the convergence speed of the
ANF [19]. The value of this positive parameters and the constraints that are applied to them are
selected as explained in [35]. These constraints are presented in (4) and (5) in which A represents
the amplitude of the given input signal. This set of equations could lead us towards the frequency
of the input signal, its fundamental component, and therefore its symmetrical and dq0 rotatory
frame components which are key parameters in terms of achieving the synchronization.
Considering the input as a single sinusoidal signal, the ANF would have a unique periodic orbit
which is shown at (6). Based on (6) the fundamental component and its 90-degree phase shift would
be as (7) and (8). In (6), (7), and (8) the parameter φ is defined as φ=ω1t+φ1 [19, 24].
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𝑖𝑓 𝜁 > 1 →

𝐴2 𝛾
<1
2

𝑖𝑓 0 < 𝜁 < 1 →

(4)

𝐴2 𝛾
< 0.8
2

(5)

𝐴1
𝑥
− cos(𝜑)
𝑜 = (𝑥̇ ) = ( 𝜔
)
𝐴1 sin(𝜑)
𝜃
𝜔1

(6)

𝑥̇ = 𝐴1 sin(𝜑)

(7)

−𝜃𝑥 = 𝐴1 cos(𝜑)

(8)

The discussed structure of the ANF is for a single phase signal. For three phase systems in
order to detect the frequency, amplitude, and other useful information of the signal, three single
phase ANFs would be used, each responsible for extracting one of the phases components. A
modified ANF is also shown in Figure 3-1. In this scheme the ANF is able to extract the harmonics
of the signal as well. As shown in this figure the frequency is first detected for the fundamental
component and then is used in other blocks to extract the harmonics. The parameter n in this figure
is representing the number of the harmonic that is being extracted in the sub-filter. By the use of
this harmonic extractor the modified ANF would be able to estimate signal components with higher
accuracy.
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Figure 3-1 Block Diagram of the Modified ANF with the Harmonic Extractor

One of the important things that should be considered for synchronizers and control
systems is that the microgrid system could face many challenges and unplanned occurrences during
their operation. The unplanned occurrences might result in distorted voltage signals. Therefore it is
a must for the synchronizer to be able to detect the frequency of a distorted input signal. The system
might also face unbalanced situations, in this case since the ANF enables us to extract the required
components of the signal, the positive, negative, and zero sequences of the three phase signal could
be calculated as well as the dq0 transformed signal. The dq0 rotatory frame components are in fact
the DC transformed values of the stationary frame three phase signals. This transformation is
applied to signals since working on DC values and controlling them are much simpler than
controlling the AC signals. To have the dq0 transformation, first the three phase AC signals are
projected on the stationary α and β axes as shown in Figure 3-2. But the three phase signals
projected on to these two axes are still sin-cos waveforms, i.e. AC signals. This is while the vector
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summation of the projected vectors on α and β axes would always have a constant magnitude. This
vector summation representing the direct axis will be rotating with the same angular velocity of the
projections on the αβ axes. By having any other space vector we can always project the vector on
this rotatory direct-axis (d-axis) and its quadrature axis (q-axis) as presented in figure 3-2. Having
the space vector rotating as well, its projection on d-q axes will always be DC values, which are
easier to control.

Figure 3-2 abc to αβ and dq0 transformation

As it is stated in [56] if a three-phase system is unbalanced the zero axis value of the dq0
transformation would differentiate from its normal value, which is equal to zero. Therefore by
transforming the “abc” frame of a three-phase signal to “dq0” we are able to define whether the
system is balanced or unbalanced. The importance of detecting the asymmetry in three-phase
systems is because of the errors it would cause in all the power and harmonic calculations. These
errors would not allow the power system to have an efficient harmonic and reactive power
compensations [57]. So being able to detect if the three-phase system is unbalanced is of a very
high importance in power systems which could be achieved by applying calculations on the
extracted information from ANFs. The mathematical operations required for transforming the abc
frame to dq0 rotatory frame are presented in (9). The block diagram which is showing how the sin
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and cos signals needed for the transformation in (9) are developed is illustrated in Figure 3-3. As it
can be seen in this figure the dq0 transformation could be extracted by the outputs of the ANF itself,
which confirms the previous claims on ANF being a power processor in [18-19, 24-25].
2𝜋
2𝜋
𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜔𝑡)
sin(𝜔𝑡 − )
sin(𝜔𝑡 + )
𝑉𝑑
𝑉𝑎
3
3
2𝜋
2𝜋 (𝑉𝑏 )
( 𝑉𝑞 ) = 2/3
−cos(𝜔𝑡) −cos(𝜔𝑡 − ) −cos(𝜔𝑡 − )
𝑉𝑐
𝑉0
3
3
1/2
1/2
1/2
(
)

(9)

Figure 3-3 Block diagram for extracting sin and cos signals with 2π/3 phase shifts

3.2 Control Strategy of a Microgrid Operating under Stand-alone and GridConnected mode of Operation
As mentioned the control strategy enables the energy consumers to get the most out of
microgrid features in power systems. This control system would differ depending on the operation
mode of the microgrid. When connected to the grid the DG sources of the microgrid should operate
as current-controlled sources since the voltage and frequency of the system is forced by the main
grid. In this mode the DGs are not desired nor necessary to operate as the voltage-controlled sources
[58]. But In the stand-alone or islanded mode of operation the microgrid is responsible for its own
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voltage and frequency control and fixation. In this case the existence of at least one voltagecontrolled source is necessary. The other sources in this mode could operate as the currentcontrolled voltage source. One approach towards the purpose of controlling voltage and frequency
of the microgrid while meeting the load demands is master-slave method. In this method the
voltage-controlled source would be considered as the master DG and the current-controlled sources
as the slave DGs [43]. The master-slave behavior of microgrid control system has been studied
previously in many different papers as mentioned in the second chapter [43-46]. In this thesis the
master-slave method has been followed in stand-alone mode. The details on the proposed controller
in this thesis is explained in more details in this chapter.
3.2.1 Voltage/Frequency Control
The voltage/frequency controller is applied to the voltage-controlled sources which is of
higher importance in the control hierarchy when the microgrid is operating in stand-alone mode. In
this mode it is the load impedance that determines the power flow. Two control schemes are include
in the V/F control based on the relations between voltage/frequency and reactive/active power in
power systems. One of the control schemes is the Voltage/Reactive Power control and the other
one is the Frequency/Active Power control which are both parts of the droop control scheme [43].
Droop control strategy is the oldest and simplest method of current sharing control. The droop
control uses the output current to adjust the reference voltages and produces the droop voltage to
achieve the load sharing while fixating the voltage and frequency [59]. The droop characteristic
which is a primary level control for islanded microgrids is defined in more details in the following
two parts of the V/F control.
3.2.1.1 Voltage/Reactive Power Control
In order to design the proper voltage/reactive power control (V/Q control) first we need to
come to a better understanding about the active and reactive power transferred between the DG
sources. Consider a very simple power system such as shown in Figure 3-4. Based on this system
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the current passing through the line from first DG to the second DG could be driven out from
Equation (10) and therefore the actual power could be calculated by (11) [60]. Since the phase
angle difference between the first and second DG would not be very high it is safe to consider
sin(φ1-φ2) to be very close the value of (φ1-φ2). Therefore it could be concluded as is shown in (12)
the active power is related to the changes in system’s frequency and the reactive power is in relation
to the changes in Voltage and vice versa [9, 10, 55, 60].

Figure 3-4 Simple structure of two DGs connected through a line with the impedance : Xline

𝐼=

𝑉1 𝑒 𝑗𝜑1 − 𝑉2 𝑒 𝑗𝜑2
𝑗𝑋𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒

𝑆 = 𝑉1 𝑒 𝑗𝜑1 . 𝐼 ∗ = −

(10)

𝑉1 𝑉2 sin(𝜑1 − 𝜑2 )
𝑉1 (𝑉1 − 𝑉2 )
−𝑗
𝑋𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒
𝑋𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒

𝑃 ∝ (𝜑1 − 𝜑2 ) &

𝑄 ∝ (𝑉1 − 𝑉2 )

(11)
(12)

Based on the relations between voltage and reactive power and the droop characteristics it
is possible to control the fluctuations of the voltage at the desired range and amount. The droop
characteristic scheme of the V/Q control is as shown in Figure 3-5. The equation representing the
droop characteristics of the V/Q controller is shown in (13) [52].
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Figure 3-5 Droop Characteristics of the Voltage/Reactive Power Control (V/Q Control)

3.2.1.2 Frequency/Active Power Control
Based on the equations (10), (11), and (12) shown in 3.2.1.1 it is concluded that there is a
relation between the changes in the frequency and active power. Therefore the droop characteristic
shown as in Figure. 3-6 is used for controlling the frequency of the system in the desired range and
to limit the frequency fluctuations. Based on the value of the droop characteristic tilt the frequency
fluctuations could be limited to the desired amount. Equations on (14) are representing the F/P
control scheme.

Figure 3-6 Droop Characteristics for the Frequency/Active Power Control (F/P Control)

Based on these Droop Characteristics and PI controllers, the V/F controller would be
defined as shown in Figure. 3-7. In this figure Point of Common Coupling (PCC) is considered as
the interconnection point of the microgrid to the main grid. In this controller the amplitude, phase
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angle and frequency of the signals from the microgrid and the main grid are estimated and the dq0
transformed signals are also calculated. By knowing the reference voltages and frequency from the
main grid and the active/reactive power measurements from DGs in microgrid and by the use of
droop control scheme, voltage and frequency references are generated.
The V/F control scheme other than the droop control consists of a current controller which
generates current references for the last voltage control block. This control on dq0 axis is needed
since their values are proportional to the active and reactive power. Also in order to be able to have
a fast responding control the current controller is added to the system. Outputs of the current
reference generator then are fed to the final voltage control block. The voltage control at last
generates the final signals for DGs to control their outputs.
The structure of the Current Reference Generator in the V/F controller is shown in Figure
3-8. This block of the control system is designed to enable the controller to perform accurately
under unplanned balanced or unbalanced changes to the power demand of the system.
𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓 − 𝑉 = 𝐾𝑝 (𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑓 − 𝑄)

(13)

𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑓 − 𝐹 = 𝐾𝑝 (𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓 − 𝑃)

(14)
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Figure 3-7 The Voltage/Frequency Control Structure of the Master DG

This Current Reference Generator block compared to other control systems studied in
literature review as in [4, 7, 10, 26, 38, 43, 52], which have a similar current reference generator
has the ability to damp the unwanted changes in the voltage more precise since it has added the
zero axis to the calculation of the proposed controller. The first transformation of the voltage to
current in the calculations is based on the KVL and KCL equations of the line connecting the DG
to the PCC. The capacitance value in this block is in fact the parallel capacitance of the line. The
structure of the last voltage control block, Vin Control, is illustrated in Figure 3-9. In this block the
current references go under effects of the actual dq0 values of the current passing the line connected
to the DG that is being controlled and its line impedance. In this controller the voltages are derived
out by applying KVL and KCL to the current passing the line from DG to the Point of Common
Coupling. The line inductance impedance in this block is shown by L. At last the signals for
controlling output of the DG is generated.
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Figure 3-8 Current Reference Generator Block of the Voltage/Frequency Control

Figure 3-9 Straucture of the Vin Control Block of the V/F Control
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3.2.2 Active/Reactive Power Control (PQ Control)
As mentioned in the microgrids operating in the stand-alone mode at least one of the DGs
need to be operating as the voltage-controlled source. This is while there is no need to such DGs
when the operation mode is on grid-connected. In this case the DGs could be current-controlled
sources focusing on meeting the load demand. When applying a master-slave control method to the
microgrid in stand-alone mode the slave DGs are current-controlled sources. These currentcontrolled source have a different scheme for their control strategy. This control strategy is called
the PQ control.
The active/reactive power control makes the DGs under their control to just act as PQ
sources in the system with pre-defined value for active and reactive power generation. In this
scheme there is no droop controller. The structure of the PQ controller is as illustrated in Figure 310. The unbalanced loads situation in this mode is taken care by using different sets of equations
for extracting the dq frame for the current than the papers reviewed in the second chapter. The
papers reviewed in the Literature such as [4, 26, 38, 52, 54] have considered only the balanced
system situations which result in Vq=0 assumption. Therefore based on equation (15) and (16) for
active and reactive power calculation they have measured the dq frame components of the currents
as shown in (17) and (18). However in this thesis the dq0 frame currents are calculated by
considering the active and reactive power to be as shown in (19) and (20). The block diagram
representing these sets of equations are presented in Figure. 3-11. Therefore the more accurate
values are measured for the control purposes. In both the PQ control and V/F control the dq0 frame
is calculated by the ANF extracted components of the system’s voltage and current.
𝑃 = 𝑉𝑑 𝐼𝑑 + 𝑉𝑞 𝐼𝑞

(15)

𝑄 = 𝑉𝑑 𝐼𝑞 − 𝑉𝑞 𝐼𝑑

(16)

𝐼𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑓 =

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓
𝑉𝑑

(17)
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𝐼𝑞𝑟𝑒𝑓 =

𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑓
𝑉𝑑

(18)

𝐼𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 2/3

𝑃𝑉𝑑 + 𝑄𝑉𝑞
𝑉𝑑2 + 𝑉𝑞2

(19)

𝐼𝑞𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 2/3

𝑃𝑉𝑞 + 𝑄𝑉𝑑
𝑉𝑑2 + 𝑉𝑞2

(20)

Figure 3-10 Structure of the PQ Controller

The control strategy discussed in this method along with the ANF synchronizer is
implemented into Simulink/MATLAB and has been tested in a sample microgrid which will be
presented and discussed in the next chapter. The block diagram of the sample microgrid in which
the control strategy is examined is as illustrated in Figure 3-12.
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Figure 3-11 Block Diagram of the dq Frame Current Reference Generator in PQ Controller

Figure 3-12 Block Diagram of the sample microgrid for testing the control strategy
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Chapter 4
Microgrid Control Strategy Simulation and Results
As discussed in both chapter 2 and 3 the control strategies are needed to ensure a high
reliability and flexibility in microgrid operations. A control strategy for a microgrid operating in
the islanded mode and grid-connected mode and its transition between the two modes has proposed
in chapter 3. This control system is using the Adaptive Notch Filter as its synchronizer which
extracts the frequency and amplitude of voltage and current signals. The structure of the ANF has
also been introduced in the third chapter. In this chapter the implementations of the control system
and the synchronizer in Simulink/MATLAB are prepared.
The performance of both synchronizer and control strategy is then tested in
Simulink/MATLAB and the simulation results are presented. First the Synchronizer is examined
with a distorted input signal and its extracted components are used to prepare the dq0 rotatory frame
of the three phase signal. Then the control strategy first is tested on a microgrid operating on standalone mode with the balanced and unbalanced loads being added to the system connecting to the
PCC. The controller is then studied during the transition between the islanded and grid-connected
mode of operation and again tested in the grid-connected mode with loads added to the system. The
purpose of this tests are to evaluate the performance of the controller and the synchronizer regarding
stabilizing the voltage and frequency and limiting their fluctuations in the desired and permissible
range. The permissible range for voltage fluctuations is ±5% of nominal amplitude voltage and for
frequency is ±0.2% of the nominal frequency.

4.1 Synchronizer: Adaptive Notch Filter Evaluation
ANF (Adaptive Notch Filter) introduced in [61] is a mathematical approach to find the
desired sinusoidal components of a periodic signal. This is done by tracking the frequency of the
given periodic signal. In [24-25, 62] the dynamic behavior of the ANF is discussed. By use of this
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method desired sinusoidal components will be extracted. These components include frequency,
amplitude and the signal's 90-degree phase shift. ANF by itself has been added to other PLL based
methods for enhancing their performance when there are frequency variations in their input signals.
The Adaptive Notch Filter method as shown in Figure. 2-11 has the ability of extracting
the fundamental component of the input signal, its amplitude, phase angle in form of sin (φ) and
cos (φ), 90-degree phase shift, and its frequency. In this section Simulink models are generated in
order to evaluate the performance of ANF in detecting the parameters which are required for grid
synchronization of the microgrid. Such components include frequency, phase angle, amplitude, and
the dq0 rotatory frame of the three-phase signal. These characteristics of ANF are tested under both
unbalanced loads and distorted input signals. Figure. 4-1 shows the block diagram of the single
phase ANF modeled in Simulink/MATLAB. In order to use the ANF in Three-Phase systems, three
single phase ANFs are used [18].

Figure 4-1 Block Diagram of the ANF Modeled in Simulink/MATLAB

4.1.1 Distorted Input
To test the ANF with distorted input signal, a three-phase system is built in which the
amplitude of the voltage source is changing and also a breaker trips off and trips on back to the
system. The required system is built in Simulink/MATLAB which is illustrated in Figure 4-2. As
shown in this figure the distorted input is actually a three-phase voltage with variable amplitudes.
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The amplitudes are also presented in Table (1). At t=0.45 the breaker in Figure 4-2 trips and the
input voltage of the ANF reaches zero. At t=0.6 the breaker is again connected and the load is back
in the system. The output of the three-phase ANF and the actual voltage of the load are shown in
Figure. 4-3 and 4-4 respectively. The ANF detected frequency is also shown in the Figure 4-5. As
presented in the results, the ANF system can estimate the frequency and the fundamental
components of the input voltage accurately and with a fast response.
Table 1. The Values of the Voltage Amplitude of the Distorted Input
Time [s]

Three-Phase Voltage
Amplitude [v]

0 < t < 0.15

100

0.15 < t < 0.3

80

0.3 < t < 0.45

120

Figure 4-2 The System Modeled in Simulink/MATLAB for Testing ANF with Distorted Input
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Figure 4-3 The Three-Phase voltage Detected by ANF with Distorted Input

Figure 4-4 Distorted Three-Phase Voltage as the ANF Input

Figure 4-5 ANF’s Estimated Frequency with Distorted Input
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4.1.2 Unbalanced Loads
To evaluate the accuracy of the components detected by the ANF, the dq0 rotatory frame
of the system’s voltages are built by using the ANF extracted components. These components are
generated by a structure such as shown in Figure 4-6 in Simulink. This model is tested in a system
similar to the one presented in 4.1.1. The voltage amplitude in this systems is constant but an
unbalanced load is connected at t=0.2 to the system. The load voltages are fed to the three-phase
ANF and the dq0 rotatory frame components are generated with using only the ANF’s information
which has been discussed earlier in 3.1. The dq0 components are also generated by the Simulink’s
own block for dq0 transformation so that the accuracy of the dq0 components generated by ANF
output signals are testes. The generated dq0 voltages of the load signals are presented in Figure 47 and the dq0 components generated by the Simulink block is also shown in Figure 4-8. As it can
be concluded by these results, the ANF has the ability to extract the accurate components required
for both synchronization and controlling purposes.

Figure 4-6 dq0 Rotatory Frame Generator Using ANF Modeled in Simulink/MATLAB
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Figure 4-7 dq0 components generated by ANF signals

Figure 4-8 dq0 components generated by Simulink block

4.2 Control Strategy Evaluation
In this section the microgrid structure shown in Figure. 3-12 is modeled in
Simulink/MATLAB illustrated in Figure. 4-9. The values used in this model, including the line
impedances, local loads, and grid load are as shown in Table (2). The times in which the breakers
trip in order to simulate the unplanned changes are also presented in Table (3). The control strategy
is also implemented in Simulink/MATLAB and its performance is tested in both islanded and gridconnected mode of operation while unplanned changes in the active/reactive power are applied to
the system. As discussed in chapter 3, the control strategy consists of both V/F and PQ control
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systems. The control structure for the master unit is presented in Figure. 4-10. As shown in this
figure and as argued previously this structure consists of a V/F controller for the voltage and
frequency stabilizing purposes for the whole microgrid system in stand-alone mode. At the time
that microgrid is connected to the main grid the comparison unit detects the connection and
switches between the control modes and unit roles for the DG. The master unit then is controlled
by a PQ structure as a PQ source and the salve unit to the main grid. The structure of the V/F
controller for the voltage-controlled source and the PQ controller for the current-controlled source
are presented in Figure. 4-3 and Figure. 4-12 respectively. The detailed structures of these two
structures are presented in the following two sections.
Table 2 Values of the Parameters in the Microgrid Modeled in Simulink/MATLAB
Parameter

Value

Line inductance

1.35 mH

(both DGs)
Line Resistance

0.1 Ω

(both DGs)
Line Parallel
Capacitance (both DGs)

50 µF

Local Load – DG 1

P = 3.5 KW

Local Load – DG 2

P = 3 KW

Grid Load

P = 10 KW

Balanced

P = 4 KW

Three Phase Load
Unbalance

P = 1 KW

Single Phase Load

Q = 100 VAR
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Figure 4-9 Block Diagram of the Microgrid Sample Modeled in Simulink/MATLAB

Table 3. The Times during Simulation in Which the Breakers Trip and Their Initial State
Breaker
Times of Trip Initial State
Three-Phase Breaker
t = 0.1
Open
Balanced Load
Single Phase Breaker
t = 0.2
Open
Unbalanced Load
t = 0.3
Close
Grid Connection
t = 0.35
Open

Figure 4-10 Block Diagram of the Master DG Controller Consisting of both V/F and PQ Controllers
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Figure 4-11 Block Diagram of the V/F Controller for a Master DG Modeled in Simulink/MATLAB

Figure 4-12 Block Diagram of the PQ controller Block Modeled in Simulink/MATLAB

4.2.1 V/F Controller for the Voltage-Controlled Source
As mentioned in the third chapter and also shown in Figure 4-11 , the V/F controller
structure needs the active and reactive power values that the DG is generating along with the voltage
and frequency values from the grid to generate the voltage and frequency references using the droop
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characteristics. Figure. 4-13 shows the V/F block, the first block of the V/F controller, which has
been illustrated in Figure 4-11. The details on PQdq0 calculation and Droop block are also
presented in Figure. 4-14 and Figure. 4-15 respectively.

Figure 4-13 Block Diagram of the V/F Block of the Control System in Simulink/MATLAB

Figure 4-14 Block Diagram of the PQdq0 Calculation in Simulink/MATLAB
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Figure 4-15 Block Diagram of the Droop Block in Simulink/MATLAB

The references generated by the PQdq0 Calculation and Droop block along with the values
of the currents passing the line connected to the DG is fed to the Current Reference Generator. The
details of this block modeled in Simulink/MATLAB which is based on the KVL and KCL equations
discussed in the previous chapter is illustrated in Figure. 4-16.
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Figure 4-16 Block Diagram of the Current Reference Generator Block in Simulink/MATLAB

The signals generated by the Current Reference Generator block assist the last control
block of the V/F controller structure, Vin Controller. The Vin Controller also similar to the Current
Reference Generator is using the voltage and current laws for preparing the outputs of the V/F
controller which are the voltage final references to the first DG source. Figure. 4-17 shows the
modeled Vin Control block in Simulink/MATLAB.
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Figure 4-17 Block Diagram of the Vin Control Block Modeled in Simulink/MATLAB

4.2.2 PQ Controller for the Current-Controlled Sources
The main structure of the PQ controller for slave units in microgrid has been presented in
Figure 3-9 and has been modeled in Simulink/MATLAB as shown in Figure 4-12. In this structure,
the block which is generating the dq0 rotatory frame components of the abc voltages is similar to
the one shown in Figure 4-6 which has also been examined in section 4.1.2. But in this structure a
dq current reference generating is also needed which is named as the Reference Generator in Figure
4-12. The details of this block is shown in Figure. 4-18.
Reference signals from the grid are needed to get these controllers to work properly. A
single phase Adaptive Notch Filter is used to get the required signals from the main grid. These
signals include the dq0 rotatory frame, the system’s frequency, and the system’s phase angle in the
form of sin(𝜔𝑡) cos(𝜔𝑡). Main grid’s reference signals are then fed to both Master and Slave DGs
controller (the V/F and PQ Controllers). A very simple structure for grid signals using the ANF is
presented in Figure. 4-19.
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Figure 4-18 Block Diagram of the dq Frame Reference Generator in PQ Controller

Figure4-19 Block Diagram of the Grid Reference Generator Modeled in Simulink/MATLAB

The only remaining task is to evaluate the performance of the control system. The simulations are
done in Simulink/MATLAB in a 0.45 seconds time in which the changes to the system is applied
at the times shown in Table (3).

4.3 Control Strategy Simulation Results
The results of the simulations done in Simulink/MATLAB on the microgrid with two DGs
illustrated in Figure. 4-9 is presented in this section to examine the proposed control system. As the
simulations have been done on a 0.45 second run, the three phase voltages generated by the main
grid and the frequency extracted from grid voltages are illustrated in Figure. 4-20 and 4-21. Zoomed
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in plot of the grid’s voltages during 0.3 < t < 0.4 is illustrated in Figure. 4-22 to check for any
interruptions while microgrid is connecting to the grid, t = 0.35. Meanwhile the values of the threephase voltages of the first and second DGs at the Point of Common Coupling are also shown in
Figure. 4-23 and Figure. 4-24. To make sure that the designed controller is showing the required
behavior when an unplanned occurrence is happening to the system the voltage plots of both DG
are zoomed in for the t = 0.1s, t = 0.2s, t = 0.3s, and t = 0.35s times. These plots for the first DG
are shown in Figure. 4-25, 4-26, 4-27, and 4-28 and for the second DG in Figure. 4-29, 4-30, 4-31,
and 4-32. As it could be concluded from these figures the controller has been successful in
controlling the amplitude of the voltages and grid synchronizations. The amplitude of the voltages
fluctuations has been reduced to the desired and acceptable amount.

Figure 4-20 Three Phase Voltages Generated by the Main Grid
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Figure 4-21 Refernce Frequency Extracted from the Main Grid Generated Voltage

Figure 4-22 Zoomed in Three Phase Grid Voltages at 0.3 < t < 0.4

Figure 4-23 Three Phase Voltages at the Point of Common Coupling, First DG
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Figure 4-24 Three Phase Voltages close to the Point of Common Coupling, Second DG

Figure 4-25 Zoomed in Three Phase Voltages for 0.05 < t < 0.15 First DG

Figure 4-26 Zoomed In Three Phase Voltages for 0.15 < t < 0.25 First DG
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Figure 4-27 Zoomed In Three Phase Voltages for 0.25 < t < 0.35 First DG

Figure 4-28 Zoomed In Three Phase Voltages for 0.3 < t < 0.4 First DG

Figure 4-29 Zoomed in Three Phase Voltages for 0.05 < t < 0.15 Second DG
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Figure 4-30 Zoomed In Three Phase Voltages for 0.15 < t < 0.25 Second DG

Figure 4-31 Zoomed In Three Phase Voltages for 0.25 < t < 0.35 Second DG

Figure 4-32 Zoomed In Three Phase Voltages for 0.3 < t < 0.4 Second DG
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The frequency of both DGs and their errors comparing to the grid’s frequency are plotted
illustrated In Figures 4-33, 4-34, 4-35, and 4-36. The phase angle of the DG generated voltages in
form of sin cos signals are also plotted in Figures 4-37 and 4-38. As it is shown in these figures the
frequencies of the first and second DGs are fixed to the reference value given from the Grid
Synchronization Reference Generator block which is presented in Figure. 4-39. The phase angle of
the grid voltages is also plotted in the form of sin cos in Figure. 4-40. As it could be concluded
from Figure 4-37, 4-38, and 4-40 the phase angle of the distributed generation and the main grid
has always been equal.

Figure 4-33 Frequency of the Voltages Generated by the First DG Estimated by ANF [rad/s]

Figure 4-34 Frequency of the Voltages Generated by the Second DGEstimated by ANF [rad/s]
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Figure 4-35 Frequency Error of the Voltages Generated by the First DG Compared to Grid Frequency

Figure 4-36 Frequency Error of Voltages Generated by the Second DG Compared to Grid Frequency

Figure 4-37 First DG Phase Angle Estimation by ANF in Form of Sin Cos
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Figure 4-38 Second DG Phase Angle Estimation by ANF in Form of Sin Cos

Figure 4-39 Grid’s Frequency Detected by ANF

Figure 4-40 Grid Phase Angle Estimation by ANF in Form of Sin Cos
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The active and reactive power generated by each DG is also presented in Figure 4-41 and
4-42 for the first and second DG. As it could be determined from these figures the second DG being
a PQ source is only generating a constant value of the active and reactive power while the amount
of power generated by the first DG is variable. During the time that the microgrid is operating in
islanded mode the second DG is generating about a 1 KW power excess to its own local load. This
has led the first DG to generate less power than its local demand. When the balanced three phase
load is added to the system since the second DG’s active power capacity is only 4 KW, the first
DG needs to increase its power generation so that the microgrid could meet its demands. This
occurrence is shown in Figure 4-41 during the time t = 0.1s and t = 0.2s. At t = 0.2s the unbalanced
load is connected to the system causing a ripple in the three phase power of both first and second
DG because of the unbalanced current flow in the system. The amount of this ripple is a lot higher
for the first DG since the second DG as a PQ source has more control on its current generation.
Then at t = 0.3s the unbalanced load is tripped off from the microgrid and the active and reactive
power shares are as they were during t = 0.1s and t = 0.2s. At t = 0.35s the connection between the
microgrid and the grid is established and the first DG is converted to a PQ source with the constant
predefined power generation task. In this case as shown in Figure 4-41 the active power share of
the first DG is dropped while the share of power for the second DG is still constant. At this time
taking a look at the power generation by the main grid would be helpful to understand the changes
in the power generations. The active and reactive power generated by the main grid throughout the
simulations are shown in Figure 4-43. As it is illustrated in this figure the active power drop in the
first DG, which is a part of its local demand is compensated by the main grid. It can be calculated
that the summation of the active powers generated by first DG, second DG, and the grid in the gridconnected mode is equal to the summation of the load demand in the whole system.
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Figure 4-41 Share of the Active and Reactive Power Gnereated by the First DG

Figure 4-42 Share of the Active and Reactive Power Gnereated by the Second DG

Figure 4-43 Share of the Active and Reactive Power Gnereated by the Main Grid
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Works
5.1 Conclusion
The huge growth in the use of renewable energy sources has led the researchers to the
concept of microgrid. Microgrids could operate in both stand-alone and grid-connected modes of
operation. The control system should maintain voltages at rated frequency, while it provides power
sharing among units along with providing synchronization requirements for a smooth transition
between modes of operation.
In this thesis a control system is proposed consisting of the power signal processor
synchronizer based on an ANF. The selected synchronizer is modeled in Simulink/Matlab and is
examined in abnormal circumstances such as in detecting its distorted or unbalanced input signal.
The proposed control system is tested for its ability of fixing voltages and frequency. The voltages
and frequency controls are of high importance since the increase in their fluctuation values could
harm the system components. The proposed control system is tested while a balanced and an
unbalanced loads are connected to the system. The simulation results confirm that the designed
controller reduces the fluctuation values of voltages and frequencies to the acceptable range. The
difference between the DG generated frequency and the grid frequency is less than 3e-4 rad/s which
is less than 0.001% deviation of its rated frequency. Furthermore, the results demonstrate that the
power generated by DG sources meets the load demands of the system. The controller guarantees
that the synchronization requirements and smooth transition between grid-connected and standalone modes of operation of the microgrid is ensured with no oscillations in the voltages in different
parts of the system.
The main and significant advantage of the proposed controller that was not addressed in
any publications is the accuracy of the voltages and frequencies in presence of unbalanced loads.
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Former researches reported, were not taking the q-axis and 0-axis components of the voltages into
consideration. This would result in ripples in the voltages when the system is experiencing
unbalanced conditions. In this thesis the proposed control system is built with considering the
unbalanced situations with generating and applying feedback signals to all three d, q, and 0 axes.
This will result (as shown in Chapter Four) in having fixed voltages at fixed frequencies when an
unbalanced load is connected to the microgrid.
To conclude, the proposed controller controls the voltage, frequency, and provides power
sharing with high accuracy during all the incidents that happen to the system. These incidents are
such as adding balanced load, unbalanced load, and also establishing the connection between the
islanded and grid-connected modes of operation.

5.2 Future Works
Although the results presented in this thesis have demonstrated the accuracy of the
proposed controller, there still is room for further researches and works in this area. The followings
are suggestions for future works:


Further changes could be applied to the ANF in selecting the perfect matches for
positive parameters of the ANF which determine system’s transients and response
time to reduce the very low fluctuations (in the order of 1e-5 rad/s) in the frequency
errors of DGs observed in this thesis.



Experimental tests on the proposed control system could be done to verify the
validity of the presented simulation results in this thesis.



Nonlinear control systems could be studied and applied to the microgrid systems
to test the possibility of reaching higher accuracy and faster speed.
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